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Abstract 
 
Sand for moulding remains an essential raw materials inspite of many 

developments had taken place in recent past. Sand from site has to undergo 

sequence of operations like Transport to the work spot, Unloading at the 

factory, Storage, Internal Transport, to moulding boxes. Knockout from 

moulding boxes after solidification of the casting to the store of used sand, 

loading the truck with seed/disposable sand, Transport, Disposal. To 

overcome the above, ceramic material can be used as replacement for 

moulding sand. It is proposed to develop an equivalent for steel foundry 

moulding sand. It is ceramic/refractory family material which is to be 

processed to result as sand grain like material. The Conditions should be 

Refractory enough to take liquid steel at its superheated state at 1700
0
C to 

1800
0
C not reactive to any foundry Chemicals/Additives coatings, Safe 

enough to handle with bare hand human contact. Compatible to certain 

degree could be cost effective (justify the cost of production, as against 

naturally washed sea/river sand) should be easy to knockout/decor (Removal 

of casting from poured mould) Material should be recyclable/by conventional 

foundry equipments. More foundry friendly (Compatible to any material 

poured) By means of beneficiation the natural ceramic materials are to be 

upgraded to higher levels of Al2O3, Al2O5, (Alumina), are to be sintered into 

required temperature and are to be shaped to required size. Continuous 

powder handling makes fluidization a most prominent operation industrially 

along with its better heat and mass transfer rate. Particles of different size 

have very distinct Fluidization behavior based on empirical observations, 

classified powders into four groups. A for aerated, B for bubbling, C for 

cohesive and D for large particles. Fluidization of nanoparticles was possible 

due to the formation of agglomerates. Their collapse velocities are identical.  
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Recycling of the ceramic material for moulding by means of Fluidization and 

related process and comparison of the same with the moulding sand with 

respect to every property are to be determined in this study. 

 

Keywords: Bauxite, fluidization, Ceramic micro globules, Moulding sand, 

Solidification. 

 

1 Introduction 

With size in micron, ceramic micro globules are sphere or somewhat 

spherical shaped “inorganic non-metallic poly-crystal”  

Kumar et al. [1] reviewd  on the mechanical and thermal properties of 

graphene and its hybrid polymer nanocomposites for structural applications. 

Now a days they widely used in, bio, structural, sports, electrical and other 

applications. 

Ohno [2] shows the processing, characterization and multi scale 

modelling of  three phase carbon fibre amine functionalized carbon nano 

tubes of epoy composite. Furthermore they have been used in bio, structural, 

sports, electrical and other applications. 

Sato et al. [3] depicts the pull out simulation of interfacial properties of 

amine functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotube epoxy composite that are 

used in highly functionilized building materials. 

Liu et al. [4] shows their results using moleculear dynamics simulation of 

glass transition temperature of functionalized graphene epoxy composite. 

 Chatterjee and Chakravorty [5] reviewed the moleculear dynamic approach 

for theeffects of functionalization on the mechanical propeerties of 

multiwalled carbon tube.In various areas like nuclear technology, war 

industry, environmental protection and chemical and medicinal industries has 

a larger scope of applications, which can be prepared by various methods 

namely high-temperature melting method, wet chemical method and spray 

drying method of nature like porous, hollow or solid micro globules [6-8]. 

 Tiwari et al. [6] fabricated graphene epoxy nano composite reinforced 

with emine for their thermo mechanical characterization. Furthermore they 

have been used in bio, structural, sports, electrical and other applications. 

Kruis et al. [7]; Sounthararajan et al. [8] Molecular Dynamics Simulation 

of Glass Transition Behaviour of Polymer based Nanocomposites and 

reviewed on the properties and application of carbon nanotube and graphene 

reinforcement of multiphase polymeric composite. 

Prez et al. [9] Reduction of intensity and plasticity of the composites and 

the disadvantages of stress concentration at the edges of anisotropic zone for 

example irregular chip formation and fiber can be achieved by reinforcing 

the material by solid and spherical ceramic micro globules. 

Hafedh et al [10] Composites like “pure aluminum reinforced with 55% 

ceramic particles, polygonal shaped α -Al2O3 powders and angular B4C 

powders” were thoroughly studied and their fracture mechanism was 

examined.  
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Adler et al. [11] shows the process parameters were optimized by using 

edm on CNT-reinforced carbon fibre nanocomposite using grey relational 

analysis. Now a days they widely used in, bio, structural, sports, electrical 

and other applications. 

Yuhua [12] A type of ceramic micro globules, whose main composition 

was ZrO2   was produced. 2124 aluminium matrix composite, spheroidal 

particle reinforced, on which the tension experiment and micro-failure 

analysis had been conducted.  

Manam and Das [13] “Failure of aluminium matrix and micro-damage 

evolution was found out. Spheroid is the prominent shape for the composites 

was found in their studies. Al2O3 being the main composite of bauxite. 

 

2 About Ceramics 
 

 
 

Figure 1 Preparation of calcium from Bauxite 

 

Inorganic non-metallic materials are ceramic, and compounds are formed 

between metallic and non-metallic elements, for example “aluminium and 

oxygen (Al2O3 calcium and oxygen (CALCIA-CAO) and silicon and 

nitrogen (Silicon Nitrate-SL3N4)”, and are usually crystalline. Fig 1 shows 

Preparation of calcium from Bauxite. 

 

3 Preparation of Ceramic from Bauxite 
 

By applying method of centrifugal spray drying on raw material named 

Chinese bauxite, ceramic micro globules were produced having an advantage 

of low costing. In nano-fluidized bed, drying process had been done, by 

keeping a check on spray head rotating speed. Composition distribution add-

ons the combining properties when combined with Al matrix, also, ceramic 

micro globes are spherical. Because of these properties, in spite of moulding 

sand reinforced aluminium composite materials were used. 
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4 Nano Fluidization 
 

The ceramic micro globules get suspended in the nano-fluidized bed and 

behave like a fluid due to the forced entry of air inside the nano-fluidized 

bed. Nagaraja et al. [14] the fluidized bed is heated up to required 

temperature using heaters surrounding the fluidized bed. An Aluminium-

oxide layer with coarse and fine grains forms the bottom most layer which 

aids as the better conduction of heat. Furthermore they have been used in bio, 

structural, sports, electrical and other applications. 

 

5 Experimental 
 

Centrifugal spray drying method was used to prepare ultrafine bauxite 

grain slurry. The prepared products to be undergone the following tests.  

Accepted results: 

 Silica content  

 Clay content  

 Size grading and grain fineness number  

 Grain shape  

 Bulk density and specific surface area 

 Fineness content  

 Loss on ignition 
 

6 Conclusion 
 

1. The ceramic substitute is made use of in molding by which 

Transport to the work spot, Unloading at the factory, Storage, 

Internal transport,  

2.  Molding boxes, to the store of used sand, Loading the truck with 

used /disposable sand, Transport, Disposal is eliminated and thus 

sand usage in moulding and wastage of sand is absolutely 

avoided. 

3. Nano fluidization plays a important role in ceramic substance for 

moulding sand fluidization aide through mixing of that ceramic 

micro globules. Heat transfer is fast and uniform, Floating of 

ceramic micro globules can be made turbulent or minimum as 

per our requirement by means of the pressure given at the bottom 

of the fluidized bed, Aluminium oxide coarse as well as fines 

assists the heat transfer process. Heat / after selection 

Temperature can box used in the fluidized bed according to the 

requirement (Any temperature or nil temperature). 
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